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Address Green Factory GmbH 
Nattheimer Str. 68-70 
89520 Heidenheim

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
With the decision for the green factory GmbH, you set on one of the prominent manufacturers and wholesale dealers within the range of the
Photovoltaik. With the conception of their own mounting system for Photovoltaikanlagen, which is unique in its variety, we offer a suitable solution for
each object. Besides our internal Ingineursbüro supports you free of charge during that planning and conversion of your projects.

In addition we, as ethablierter wholesale dealers and sales partners of prominent manufacturers, offer also solar complete systems to the industry for
renewable energies. Individually as required we plan their Photovoltaikanlage or the fitting sub-construction. Of course we konzepieren also entire
energy concepts of the renewable energies. Because we set on innovative, intelligent and lasting solutions, which fulfill highest requirements. 
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